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Abstract— Semantic web is a significant advancement of 

internet technology. The world of data is linked together is 

called Sematic Web. Many of the people are accessing a web. 

So security of database become challenges. Several studies 

have discussed the security of the SW at various layers. 

Limited number of researchers have studied the SPARQL 

injection attacks. In this paper we are doing analysis of 

security issues in sematic web. And mainly investigate the 

impact of known attacks of SPARQL injection on Sematic 

Web application. This provide the  importance of tool for 

patching any types of injections thus significant as that may 

encourages developers to move towards semantic web 

technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Security is one of the key challenges for the development of 

semantic web application. Semantic Web uses the Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) and the Simple Protocol and 

Query/Update Languages (SPARQL/SPARUL) as 

standardized logical data representation and manipulation 

models allowing machines to directly interpret data on the 

Web. Semantic web can be thought as a web that is highly 

intelligent and sophisticated and one needs little or no human 

intervention to carry out tasks such as scheduling 

appointments, coordinating activities or nearby devices, 

searching for complex documents as well as integrating 

disparate databases and information systems. While much 

progress has been made toward developing such an intelligent 

web there is still a lot to be done. As the web evolves into the 

semantic web, there are more and more possibilities for 

security breaches as we introduce new technologies. 

Therefore, it is critical that security is considered right from 

the beginning of expansion of the semantic web. For the 

semantic web to be secure we need to ensure that all of the 

layers of the semantic web are secure. A deliberately 

insecure RDF-based Semantic Web application framework 

for teaching SPARQL/ SPARUL injection attacks and 

defense mechanisms. e conducted a user study to determine 

the usability of Sem Web Goat attack lessons as well as a 

detection rate and false alarm analysis of our proposed 

firewall rules based on OWASP top-ten attack dataset. The 

results of the user study conclude that web developers are not 

normally familiar with the injection vulnerabilities 

demonstrated. The positive test results of our Mod Security 

rule set show that it a suitable defense mechanism for 

protecting vulnerable Semantic Web application against 

injection attacks. Sem Web Goat help in easily developing an 

understanding of the security concepts involved. The 

detection rate of the customized Mod Security rule set 

illustrated it as a viable defense measure for blocking 

SPARQL/ SPARUL injection attacks. The evaluation also 

established that there is a need to upgrade web application 

scanners for automatic detection of SPARQL/SPARUL 

vulnerabilities. 

Secure Semantic Web Application Development 

Present and Future present the importance of some 

benchmarking tool to assess semantic web application’s 

security aspect. Also proposed s features for the benchmark. 

Preliminary features defined for the benchmark: 1. The 

proposed benchmark should enable users to learn and practice 

existing security standards defined to ensure integrity, 

confidentiality, access control policies and privacy for the 

XML, XML schema layer. 2. The user is able to learn and 

practice policy implementation for secure interoperability 

and integration of ontologies. 3. The users should be allowed 

to identify new threats and attacks in safe and legal 

environment. 

Exploring injection prevention technologies for 

security-aware distributed collaborative manufacturing on 

the Semantic describes an attempt at detecting command 

injections to the distributed collaborative manufacturing 

systems by comparing the inputs related nodes that are 

intended with the resulting parse tree in run time. Validate the 

proposed approach, a prototype system called “Sem Guard” 

has been developed. By testing on two commonly used RDF 

databases and one real Semantic Web application, it shows 

that Sem Guard is efficient, taking less than 10 ms overhead 

to protect the context information of a distributed 

collaborative manufacturing system. 

A Semantic Model for Cyber Security describe 

components of the ontology that are capable of describing, 

measuring, and comparing both physical and network-

specific risks. We also developed a GUI that displayed the 

results in a Failure Mode Effects Analysis, where threats are 

prioritized by Likelihood, Detectability, and Severity. 

security expertise can be subdivided into several categories , 

Physical Security (buildings, fences, locks, alarms) Device 

security (requires specialized knowledge of the device) 

Reverse Engineering (ability to extract and duplicate 

proprietary algorithms and code from compiled programs) 

Network control security (requires knowledge of network 

topology and protections), Application security (requires 

knowledge of the SCADA software accessing a device. 

II. VARIOUS DETECTION & PREVENSION METHOD IN 

SEMANTIC QUERY LANGUAGES 

Making secure Semantic Web describes ways of semantic 

web security implementation through layers. These layers are 

presented as a backbone for semantic web architecture and 

are represented in XML security, RDF security and in an idea 

of semantic web security standardization. This paper 

described some of our research on access control and 

dissemination of XML documents and privacy for the 
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semantic web. There is a lot of research that needs to be done. 

We need to continue with the research on XML-Security. We 

must start examining security for RDF. This is much more 

difficult as RDF incorporates semantics. We need to examine 

the work on security constraint processing and context 

dependent security constraints and see if we can apply some 

of the ideas for RDFSecurity. 

Semantic web technologies in SSL based 

cryptography data management described the semantic web 

architecture and cryptography. Cryptography has two keys 

one is symmetric and asymmetric key. The both keys are used 

in SSL which is used to prevent data in web services and for 

authentication purpose. In cryptography has many algorithms 

RSA, DES, Blowfish etc. In cryptography the original 

message is converted in to coded message called cipher text. 

Transforming plain text to cipher text is known as cipher 

which is refers to algorithm. It has two methods encryption 

and decryption. First one is symmetric it means that same key 

is used for encryption and decryption. Second one is 

asymmetric it means that mathematically related key pairs for 

encryption and decryption. Public and private keys. Secure 

Sockets Layer (SSL) is a standard security tools for encrypted 

link between a server as well as a client. It allows susceptible 

in sequence such as credit card numbers, social security 

numbers, in addition to login credentials to be transmitted 

securely .it have a variety of threats so we need added security 

mechanisms. 

Semantic Inference Model for Database Inference 

Detection Violation technique investigate a semantic 

inference model based on non-deterministic approach to 

avoid the database inference problem. This model can work 

for single user as well as for multi user environment. Here 

Work is focused on employee information access. Probability 

of each employee goes on increasing on each query request. 

When a user poses a query, detection system will examine 

users past query log for last three days and calculates 

probability. If probability exceeds than the specified 

threshold, the query will be denied for that day. Also, to 

monitor activities, security officer can generate log.  This 

technique protect sensitive information content. Malicious 

users can exploit the correlation among data to infer sensitive 

information from a series of seemingly innocuous data 

accesses. This developed inference detection system can be 

used for any organization with very small changes as per their 

database. Its ability to detect inference at the early stage rather 

than detecting after the attack is already committed. The 

developed Semantic Inference Model works for single user as 

well as for multi user environment. The developed system can 

be successfully deployed in any industry to deal with the 

threats that pose from internal users in an attempt to secure 

sensitive information. 

Source Code Security Analysis Model the source 

code is represented in terms of the RDF triples. The security 

error patterns are provided in the form of SPARQL queries. 

The result shows that this approach is promising and can 

effectively find the security flaw patterns in source codes. 

Experimental evaluations demonstrate that this approach is 

feasible and finds bug patterns that implemented. The main 

advantage of this method is the independence of code analysis 

and error inference sections so each parts can be developed. 

This model is implemented based on and display code 

elements and the relationships by semantic model. Parser 

converts source code to RDF triples and SPARQL queries 

identify security holes in the code. 

Two-step RDF Query Processing for Linked Data 

model present a hybrid method between centralized and 

distributed approaches. By using auxiliary indexes based on 

the MBB approximation, our approach can retrieve 

distributed Linked Data efficiently. The goal of this approach 

is to support efficient join query processing by quickly 

pruning unnecessary scanning data. Propose an extension of 

the existing index structure to store, index and query Linked 

Data. In contrast to several earlier investigations on this 

subject which only considered the filter step, we take into 

account the performance of the refinement step. The 

refinement processing is costly if the number of unreliable 

Linked Data resources is large two-step query processing to 

increase the join query performance. To speed up join 

queries, we propose an occurrence-based join algorithm. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Several studies have started to evaluate the security of the 

SW. This research continued to study some vulnerabilities on 

its applications. These vulnerabilities pose security concerns 

and might allow SPARQL, Blind SPARQL and SPARUL 

injection attacks to break the security framework of SW 

applications. This analysis is targeted to semantic web 

developers to encourage them to integrate security as early in 

their design and coding practice as possible. 
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